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good morning on this Tuesday ladies and                                         
gentlemen it is asked a theologian and                                          
I'm delighted to come to you today as we                                        
question the assumptions as we take your                                        
biblical theological world view                                                 
questions and look into the Word of God                                         
last week we had a question that came in                                        
from Tony and I delayed on the question                                         
and then ended up delay in an extra day                                         
and the question was why in the                                                 
companion Bible are certain pronouns                                            
some pronouns but not all given in a                                            
different type what's the meaning of                                            
this let's take a look                                                          
I believe that Tony gave an example of                                          
John chapter 7 verse 36 which what men                                          
are saying is this that ye shall seek me                                        
and not find me for where I am whether                                          
ye cannot come I and ye are in a                                                
different font not in the electronic                                            
version only in the paper version I did                                         
mention then and and now there are a                                            
number of things that you can only get                                          
in the paper version that aren't in a in                                        
a electronic version now I have taken a                                         
picture of John chapter 7 verse 29 which                                        
is not the exact same passage but it has                                        
two of them here and this was easy to                                           
show here but I know him for I am from                                          
him and he hath sent me now it is a                                             
little bit mysterious here isn't it on                                          
why is I right here in this different                                           
font but for I am this I is not in a                                            
different font they're both referring                                           
obviously to Jesus and I am from him                                            
which is not in a different font than he                                        
hath sent me so what is going on here                                           
one thing                                                                       
I want to note that bullinger does that                                         
the King James version does not do the                                          
authorized version I should say does not                                        
do is that bollinger does capitalized                                           
pronouns as you see here in John chapter                                        
7 verse 29 I know him                                                           
capitalized for I am from him and he has                                        
meant me capitalized now I really kind                                          
of prefer the non capitalization one of                                         
these days we'll go through and we'll do                                        
a study to see if Bullinger messed up                                           
anywhere because that was bullying just                                         
work all of the other translations also                                         
do that and it has almost become                                                
standard that in the English language                                           
thou must capitalize otherwise you are                                          
considered a pagan I really think that                                          
when I'm writing just writing Randy                                             
white stuff okay I know when I'm                                                



referring to God I can put the                                                  
capitalization so that I know that but                                          
to do that to someone else's writing is                                         
right for ripe for errors so back to the                                        
point at hand why is I and he right here                                        
in this kind of unusual font well if you                                        
look at the very beginning of the                                               
companion Bible it's actually on page                                           
Roman numeral number eight it talks                                             
about the types employed in the text and                                        
it's a little bit mysterious you know                                           
one of the things one of the things                                             
about those who wrote in the late 1800s                                         
into the early 1900's is if you read a                                          
lot of them you notice they had a lot of                                        
assumed words that they didn't put in                                           
there and so it becomes a little bit                                            
difficult to read sometimes but he says                                         
number four on page Roman numeral page                                          
eight attention let's the here we go                                            
number three on page eight the pronouns                                         
and etc emphasized in the original are                                          
in a special type it's always says                                              
this special type is this that you see                                          
in verse 29 the pronouns that are                                               
emphasized in the original are in a                                             
special type now to understand that a                                           
little bit here let's go to John chapter                                        
7 and what were we at verse 29 where we                                         
see on the right I know him notice it's                                         
not capitalized here because it's the                                           
authorized version I know him for I am                                          
from him and he hath sent me now if we                                          
come over here to the Greek and I'm just                                        
going to enlarge this just a little bit                                         
it is I know him because him I am                                               
because from him I am and he hath sent                                          
me now the two that are in the orange                                           
letters there are the ones that                                                 
Bullinger has emphasized with his                                               
special type now what he noticed is that                                        
this I and this he is not technically                                           
required in the Greek language because                                          
you could take this verb right here - no                                        
now you notice at the very bottom of the                                        
screen where it says Strong's Greek word                                        
number 1492 it's a verb present active                                          
indicative first person's singular                                              
embedded within the verb itself is the                                          
pronoun so you do not need the pronoun                                          
the Greek writer could have just put                                            
that verb in that form and it would have                                        
meant I know I know him but the author                                          
chose to put a pronoun both here and                                            
here he sent you noticed the he writes                                          
here at the bottom of the screen again                                          
is the third person singular and so it                                          
it could have again been left out but                                           
the author in this case John chose to                                           
emphasize the I and the he now that is                                          
something that really is unique to                                              
Hebrew and what bullinger tries to do                                           



excuse me the Hebrew and Greek what                                             
bollinger is I should say that that's a                                         
little differently that is something                                            
that is deficient in the English                                                
language the English languages does not                                         
have the ability like Hebrew and Greek                                          
do to give emphasis to certain words                                            
either by using words that you don't                                            
have to or by changing word order which                                         
is often the case in both Hebrew and                                            
Greek in moving something out of its                                            
normal word order and putting it first                                          
it is to prioritize                                                             
so what Bollinger has done so diligently                                        
is to go through and say from Bullards                                          
opinion say i believe that the author                                           
was emphasizing this program this this                                          
pronoun he was emphasizing it by the use                                        
of Hebrew or Greek and I want you to be                                         
able to see that he was emphasizing it                                          
that's one of the one of the ways that                                          
the Bullinger Bible becomes just this                                           
seminary education and you begin to look                                        
at it and it takes a long long time to                                          
figure out how to use it but it is                                              
carried out in such a beautiful way so                                          
thank you Tony for that question I                                              
appreciate that and you coming through                                          
there again each one of you pardon my                                           
little cough here that I'm still                                                
struggling with but I am fine and I'm                                           
going to live through it this is Tuesday                                        
that means midweek special time and you                                         
know I think we're just a hair behind                                           
but by the time the program is over                                             
it'll probably be up and it's this book                                         
right here ancient dispensational truth                                         
many of you have this book but now today                                        
tomorrow Thursday you can get it using                                          
coupon code Wednesday at dispensation of                                        
publishing we happen to be the publisher                                        
of this                                                                         
book that goes back to the early church                                         
fathers and just talks about                                                    
dispensational truth in the so-called                                           
church fathers and it's great even if                                           
you have not like most of us have not                                           
been a student of the early church                                              
fathers to go back and to say hey I'd                                           
just like to know what church fathers                                           
say and rather than tread through all of                                        
it you can get this book and get what                                           
they said about some of the very                                                
important matters of dispensational                                             
theology like even using the word                                               
dispensations the term dispensations the                                        
ancient thinking that the bible prophecy                                        
should be taken literally unlike Origen                                         
school and Augustine and those that came                                        
after ancient teaching that there is an                                         
unfulfilled prophetic program with the                                          
Jews chapter four ancient thinking of an                                        



endtime spiritual restoration or revival                                        
of Israel of                                                                    
chapter five ancient teaching that                                              
Daniels 70th week has not been fulfilled                                        
that goes against all the preterist like                                        
Gary Gary north and who is Adam are and                                         
RC sproule and other preterist who say                                          
the 70th week that's a and and these are                                        
guys who love the church fathers but                                            
they just skipped over that part chapter                                        
six ancient teaching of a great of a                                            
rapture before the Great Tribulation you                                        
know those who are unread and unlearned                                         
say Darby came up with the the pre-trib                                         
rapture anytime anyone says that that                                           
says to me it's like a big announcement                                         
that says I've never read a book I just                                         
heard this or it says I know the truth                                          
but I'm a crooked crooked lying thief                                           
and I just want to use this that says                                           
one of the one of those two things to me                                        
neither one of them are complimentary                                           
are they and you wouldn't want to be                                            
there so you get ancient dispensational                                         
truth by James C Morris and use coupon                                          
code Wednesday to save 40%                                                      
off of $14.99 book that's a great deal                                          
and tell you what if you're listening                                           
live wait a wait an hour so just to make                                        
sure it's up there and take care of that                                        
again thank you for if you're just                                              
joining us this is ask the theologian                                           
I'm dr. Randy white from Taos New Mexico                                        
and glad that you are with us today and                                         
we have a question from pastor Roger out                                        
in Fresno has to do with 1st                                                    
Thessalonians chapter 1 verse 5                                                 
second Thessalonians excuse me 2nd                                              
Thessalonians chapter 1 verse 5 the                                             
question is why does he mention the                                             
kingdom why does he mention counted                                             
worthy why does it mention suffering for                                        
the kingdom let's look at the the                                               
passage of Scripture Paul says 2nd                                              
Thessalonians chapter 1 verse 5 which is                                        
a manifest token of the righteous                                               
judgment of God that ye may be counted                                          
worthy of the kingdom of God for which                                          
ye also suffer now if you're in Standard                                        
evangelicalism that doesn't bother you                                          
at all because you just say well yeah                                           
man we're suffering for Jesus and you                                           
know suffering for the church and all                                           
these kind of things that we use because                                        
we have in evangelicalism misused this                                          
idea of Kingdom but when you begin to                                           
rightly divide the truth then this verse                                        
becomes a little bit problematic for you                                        
and so the the what comes in together                                           
here is you say wait I thought the                                              
kingdom was for the Jewish people and so                                        
how can we the church be counted worthy                                         



of the kingdom of God which is not ours                                         
furthermore how can we suffer for the                                           
kingdom which is not here nor is it                                             
going to come here during the time that                                         
we are here so bottom line is what if                                           
what I'm saying is when you                                                     
to rightly divide the truth the kingdom                                         
is as separate from the church as Israel                                        
is from the church and as the law is                                            
from grace these are two things that                                            
have to be divided from one another so                                          
you come to passages like this and it                                           
looks a little problematic because                                              
Paul's writing to the Thessalonians and                                         
he talks about them you know talking                                            
about this righteous token of the                                               
judgment of God and being counted worthy                                        
of the kingdom of God and suffering for                                         
the kingdom of God just doesn't quite                                           
seem to make sense now with that we've                                          
had an introduction to the question I                                           
want to dovetail this with another                                              
question that came in in advance from                                           
Young Christian hope and encouragement                                          
and it's always hopeful and encouraging                                         
when there's a young Christian that's                                           
asking good theological questions and                                           
his question or hers I suppose is                                               
concerning election can it be held                                              
outside of the ridiculous lengths that                                          
Calvinists go for example first and                                             
second Thessalonians are full of                                                
election language now what these two                                            
things are are broadly in the same                                              
category                                                                        
what Young Christian here is saying is I                                        
don't want to hold to this this notion                                          
of individual election for salvation and                                        
damnation like the Calvinists hold to                                           
but I go to places like first and second                                        
Thessalonians and I'm seeing a whole                                            
bunch of election language so how do I                                          
deal with that election language you are                                        
the elect you're the kingdom you're                                             
suffering for the kingdom these two                                             
things really they end up with the same                                         
answer is why I want to even though it's                                        
a slightly different question it's the                                          
same answer and so I want to bring that                                         
together here now if we go to second                                            
Thessalonians chapter 2 verse 14 I think                                        
we begin to get the answer before I go                                          
there let me say that this is why we say                                        
we study the Bible grammar                                                      
medically contextually historically                                             
contextual grammatical and historical is                                        
usually the order we say those in for                                           
whatever reason but contextually often                                          
is more broad than the few verses                                               
surrounding it so to get the entire                                             
context I want us to back all the way up                                        
not from second Thessalonians chapter 1                                         



verse 5 but to 1st Thessalonians chapter                                        
2 verse 14 here the scripture says for                                          
ye brethren now clearly he's talking                                            
about the Thessalonians here you                                                
Thessalonians brethren for ye brethren                                          
became followers of the Churches of God                                         
which in Judea are in Christ Jesus                                              
chew on that for just a moment                                                  
Thessalonians you're followers of the                                           
Churches of God in Judea these Churches                                         
of God which are in Judea are in Christ                                         
but I want to remind you that mentioned                                         
this on the conversation that was online                                        
here I believe just this morning or                                             
yesterday last night at all rooms                                               
together but to be in Christ is not the                                         
same as being in the body of Christ to                                          
be in Christ does not mean you were                                             
saved by grace through faith not of                                             
works the in fact Paul in Romans chapter                                        
16 I believe it is talks about                                                  
Andronicus and Junia sy believe that                                            
were in Christ before me and so that                                            
would then include others like Peter for                                        
example under the kingdom gospel they                                           
were in Christ not in the body of Christ                                        
but they were in Christ now going back                                          
to 2nd Thessalonians chapter 1 verse 14                                         
the Churches of God which in Judea are                                          
in Christ the Thessalonians were                                                
followers of those churches just the                                            
fact that it says the                                                           
churches are in Judea ought to say wait                                         
a minute                                                                        
int that the Judean churches weren't the                                        
Judean churches under the Judean message                                        
as a matter of fact I believe if we look                                        
at the footnotes here in this particular                                        
version we can see galatians chapter 1                                          
verse 22 paul gives the testimony he                                            
says that he was unknown by faith unto                                          
the churches in Judea which were in                                             
Christ that sure looks like the same                                            
churches to me and it sure looks to me                                          
like Paul was unknown by face that is I                                         
had never been there no I didn't know                                           
them they they may be heard of me but                                           
you know I didn't preach to them my                                             
gospel wasn't presented to them the                                             
mystery wasn't presented to them so                                             
we've got a really strong clue here that                                        
youth Thessalonians were followers of                                           
the Churches of God which are in Judea                                          
that says you Thessalonians you were at                                         
the ancient synagogue and I've been to                                          
the Thessalonica and so is Roger and we                                         
have seen the Jewish influence there and                                        
the early Christian influence there as a                                        
strong Jewish community and they were                                           
following the churches the Assemblies                                           
the ekklesia doesn't mean Pauline                                               
churches they were following the                                                



Assemblies which are down believing in                                          
Christ as the Messiah in Judea and so                                           
that they were followers of the churches                                        
of Judea in Christ and he goes on to say                                        
for ye have also suffered like things of                                        
your own countrymen even as they those                                          
of Judea have of the Jews okay you're                                           
both suffering that's what the original                                         
verse was about in 2nd Thessalonians                                            
chapter 1 verse 5                                                               
those Judeans are suffering of the Jews                                         
you Thessalonians probably Jews                                                 
have suffered from your own countrymen                                          
the Greeks now speaking of the Jews he                                          
says who both killed the Lord Jesus and                                         
their own prophets and have persecuted                                          
us and they please not God and they're                                          
contrary to all men forbidding us to                                            
speak to the Gentiles that they may be                                          
saved now here we see that it uses the                                          
term Gentiles and they not Gentiles and                                         
you you Thessalonians but Gentiles and                                          
they I think what we've got like so many                                        
other letters is that 1st and 2nd                                               
Thessalonians which were arguably the                                           
first two letters that Paul wrote they                                          
were made up of Jewish believers and                                            
they were in a time in which the kingdom                                        
was still being offered to the Jewish                                           
nation and so when you go back here and                                         
you speak of the Thessalonians that you                                         
Thessalonians Uche believers who have                                           
now come into the mystery but are still                                         
being offered the kingdom that you may                                          
be counted worthy of the kingdom of God                                         
for which ye also suffer now I think                                            
what this means is we better not                                                
directly apply language about election                                          
and first and second Thessalonians                                              
language about the kingdom in 1st and                                           
2nd Thessalonians that was something                                            
that was completely relevant to them                                            
it's the same issue we brought up                                               
yesterday on the first and second                                               
Corinthians because the Corinthians was                                         
a congregation made up largely the same                                         
with this large Jewish audience and if                                          
we directly apply all of the teaching of                                        
1st Corinthians                                                                 
then we teach ourselves how to speak in                                         
tongues when to speak in tongues we                                             
don't directly apply that because we                                            
understand contextually where they were                                         
so I think to come back to your question                                        
Roger why does he mention the kingdom                                           
here because he was talking to Jews                                             
even though they were Jews in the body                                          
of Christ Jews under the mystery they                                           
were still Jews in this unique time of                                          
overlap in which the kingdom was being                                          
presented to the Jews and the Gentiles                                          
and Jews together were being offered                                            



also individual not national but                                                
individual salvation so is the time of                                          
overlap and it applies in that manner                                           
some people don't really want to do that                                        
but do this because they really prefer                                          
kind of the simple version in which                                             
everything applies to me every promise                                          
in the book is mine every chapter every                                         
verse every line and it's much easier                                           
just to say I'm going to apply this and                                         
then you come and say okay since I'm                                            
going to apply this to me then the                                              
kingdom of God has to be some kind of                                           
here and now and I'm suffering for Jesus                                        
and come on baby let's that suffer                                              
together and that means give more money                                         
in the offering plate and we forced                                             
these applications in and Christendom to                                        
you and B is filled with these                                                  
applications that didn't need to be                                             
there and really shouldn't have been                                            
there so we we come at it and it becomes                                        
just a little more challenging perhaps                                          
by rightly dividing the word of truth                                           
thank you I appreciate that Pastor Roger                                        
let's take Bob over on Vimeo can a                                              
person who has accepted Jesus Christ as                                         
their Savior but refuses to acknowledge                                         
that hell exists still be saved I I                                             
happen to be a strong proponent of I'm                                          
looking for a text that I just sent out                                         
yesterday because I saw a meme of                                               
someone that if I can get this up here I                                        
found it for you someone had put this                                           
meme out and it's mildly related and if                                         
I can get it up on the screen here I                                            
don't have it very                                                              
but I think you'll be able to see it                                            
here it is                                                                      
Catherine booth a Salvation that does                                           
not lead to service is no salvation at                                          
all by catherine booth of the Salvation                                         
Army the Salvation Army with all the                                            
good work they both did and do                                                  
nonetheless had a Salvation theology                                            
that was mostly works based now I I sent                                        
this to this friend because we had been                                         
talking about you know what what is                                             
really required to be saved and the                                             
friends here by the way this is from ask                                        
dr. Brown I think you should ask dr.                                            
white                                                                           
but dr. Brown Michael Brown I believe it                                        
is he's the he's got the program I think                                        
it's called ask dr. Brown and it's a                                            
it's program much like our program                                              
except that dr. Brown does not rightly                                          
divide the word of truth as a matter of                                         
fact wasn't it dr. Brown that a few                                             
years ago became left evangelical                                               
whatever he was or Protestant whatever                                          
he was and became Eastern Orthodox and                                          



eastern orthodox then it's no surprise                                          
that they would be teaching salvation                                           
that does not lead to service there's no                                        
salvation at all which means that                                               
service is required of salvation which                                          
means that you are saved by your works                                          
and you can boast now here can a person                                         
who has accepted Jesus Christ as Savior                                         
but refuses to acknowledge that he'll                                           
exists still be saved I would like to                                           
say no that's what I'd like to say but                                          
what is required for salvation I think                                          
that what is required for salvation                                             
let's let's just assume that maybe this                                         
person believes in annihilation and so                                          
we tell them you're eternally separated                                         
from God we meet them for the first time                                        
you're eternally separated from                                                 
because you're a child of Adam is it                                            
required that we teach them that eternal                                        
separation is that they're going                                                
eventually to the lake of fire or that                                          
they're going to Sheol or the grave or                                          
annihilation for ever and ever I don't                                          
think the details there are required for                                        
the gospel necessarily I think that                                             
being eternally separated from God is                                           
what they're going to have to recognize                                         
in order to remedy that eternal                                                 
separation and it just so happens that                                          
Jesus is the remedy and having taken all                                        
sin upon himself and become Lord of the                                         
Dead and of living now he's able to                                             
offer eternal life to them which of                                             
course certainly involves heaven so I I                                         
think to be a member of my church they                                          
would need to acknowledge that he'll                                            
exists two to two totally understand the                                        
scripture they would need to acknowledge                                        
that he'll exists to be saved I don't                                           
think so                                                                        
and again I'm not comfortable with that                                         
I would rather they had to believe that                                         
but if I go that they had to believe                                            
that what else do they have to believe I                                        
really think that a person can recognize                                        
that Jesus has restored a relationship                                          
with God and is offering that                                                   
restoration to all when he's done it by                                         
his death burial and resurrection I                                             
think the heart of the gospel we've got                                         
to keep fairly minimal if you will for                                          
that childlike faith that we talked                                             
yesterday in a little bit different                                             
context and say yeah they can be saved                                          
can they be can they be biblical no can                                         
they be filled in their understanding of                                        
a worldview do they have a biblical                                             
worldview no should they be teaching                                            
anybody else                                                                    
no should they be finding a                                                     
little tiny church somewhere and being                                          



discipled in that church yes they should                                        
go to Pastor Rogers Church or pastor                                            
Randy's Church or some other little                                             
Church somewhere that or up there in                                            
Wausau Wisconsin you know they should                                           
find the little home group that meets on                                        
Thursday nights and these are videos                                            
they should be doing something to                                               
question that assumption now I think the                                        
place to start with them is right here                                          
question the assumptions and say hey we                                         
really need to come and look at this                                            
thing called hell and what are we going                                         
to do with the lake of fire there are                                           
people who end up in the lake of fire                                           
and what do we do with that and is there                                        
an eternal nature to the soul and what                                          
not really get them to question the                                             
assumptions and begin to learn that and                                         
begin to grow through that I appreciate                                         
that                                                                            
Bob thank you and from John on Facebook                                         
is the parable of the workers in the                                            
vineyard in matthew chapter 20 just                                             
about salvation in its context or can it                                        
be applied to many other things I might                                         
I might even go a little a little                                               
different way here if I can get my                                              
computer to work there we go let's look                                         
at Matthew chapter 20 and it begins in                                          
verse 1 let's say I got lots of comments                                        
I'm working on keeping up here sorry if                                         
the okay there we go John chapter 20                                            
verse 1 of course the kingdom is like a                                         
man that is a householder went out to                                           
hire laborers in his vineyard he agreed                                         
for a penny a day                                                               
you remember went out got more got some                                         
more got some more                                                              
at the end of the day came and beginning                                        
from the last unto the first he paid                                            
them when they were hired about the                                             
eleventh hour that received a penny got                                         
their wages got their wages got their                                           
wages and then there was a little                                               
complaining going on here friend I did                                          
the no wrong didst thou not agree with                                          
me for a penny take the design and go                                           
thy way and I will give unto this last                                          
even as unto thee is it not lawful for                                          
me to do what I will with mine own eye                                          
is thine eye evil because I am good now                                         
the question here is this just about                                            
salvation I want to make sure I was                                             
getting a summary of the question make                                          
sure I've read all that so let's see                                            
John says Randy did the parable of the                                          
workers the vineyard in Matthew 20 just                                         
about let's see is it just about                                                
salvation in its context or can it be                                           
applied to many other things first of                                           
all I would not apply it to salvation as                                        



in our context salvation in its context                                         
which is what you've said I'm okay I                                            
just want to emphasize that salvation in                                        
its context is not salvation in our                                             
context it's not in our context because                                         
we're not labourers we don't work for                                           
our penny we are by grace through faith                                         
we are not even the vineyard of God and                                         
with apologies to the vineyard movement                                         
and John Wimber John Wimber I believe                                           
started that vineyard movement we're not                                        
the vineyard so you know they got the                                           
mistake right from the from the title so                                        
I remember one day years ago before I                                           
rightly divided the word of truth and                                           
where is it that says here we go verse 8                                        
when even was come the lord of the                                              
vineyard said unto a steward call the                                           
labourers                                                                       
and give them their hire beginning from                                         
the last unto the first I was a                                                 
pre-tribulational premillennialists but                                         
I didn't know about rightly dividing and                                        
putting the mystery in the Pauline                                              
theology separate from Matthew Mark Luke                                        
and John so I was like so many                                                  
conservative evangelicals at the time                                           
and I remember preaching the rapture                                            
right here from the last unto the first                                         
and I said look God is we're the last                                           
ones to come and the first shall be last                                        
he is going to call us up first and the                                         
Latin the first are going to be last and                                        
the last that's us we're going to be                                            
called first and we're going to be given                                        
our payment and we're going to be given                                         
the payment the same as the Jewish                                              
people back unto Moses is day and                                               
Abraham's day and boy in this all                                               
wonderful now there was some right                                              
theology there it's just that it had                                            
nothing to do with that passage and                                             
therefore I misused that passage even                                           
though the the sermon was right had you                                         
taken out all the scripture it would                                            
have been a great sermon theologically                                          
it was right that this is what's good                                           
that to the church is going to come and                                         
receive her not her payment but her                                             
blessing through all this no salvation                                          
in its context they in Matthew chapter                                          
20 the context there is the national                                            
salvation of Israel and I think that any                                        
application we get outside of the                                               
national salvation of the vineyard is                                           
going to be secondary at best we can get                                        
secondary application I do it all the                                           
time just as I'm going along I think you                                        
know how boy that that fits to today's                                          
world and there's some secondary                                                
application for example when you get                                            
down to the end here and you have again                                         



verse 15 is it not lawful for me to do                                          
what I will with mine own well it is                                            
unless                                                                          
Bernie Sanders is elected then it's not                                         
lawful for you to do what you will with                                         
your own so Jesus has this application                                          
you know this kind of general                                                   
application that hey you know it's yours                                        
you can do with it what you want and if                                         
you want to be generous to people that                                          
only worked an hour I guess I can't stop                                        
you and let that be so there's that                                             
secondary kind of application that let a                                        
fella do with his money what he wants to                                        
do with his money is his business not my                                        
business I don't need to lose sleep over                                        
any of that and he was fair to me and                                           
didn't cheat me anything                                                        
so hey leave well enough alone I wish I                                         
had to come at 5 o'clock instead of a                                           
you know an 8 o'clock or 9 o'clock                                              
whatever it is but all of that secondary                                        
application I think and I said this the                                         
number of times in our parables of Jesus                                        
this series                                                                     
I think secondary application like that                                         
is purely coincidental it was not the                                           
point of the story the parable it was                                           
not the meaning of the parable it's not                                         
the purpose of the parable it's purely                                          
coincidental and so as I said a number                                          
of times in that series if we apply                                             
these parables the parables of Jesus if                                         
we apply them to the church today or we                                         
apply them to marriage or we apply them                                         
to the price of tea in China we are                                             
making an application that at best is                                           
purely coincidental and and I think when                                        
we when we do that we fail to what did I                                        
say you know the main thing is to keep                                          
the main thing the main thing and we                                            
miss out on the main thing when we do                                           
that and we don't want to miss out on                                           
the main thing so let's go back and say                                         
okay who's the vineyard why are there                                           
workers if it's by grace through faith                                          
and we begin then to separate that out                                          
and say this is about a salvation a                                             
payment a reward but it's not my                                                
salvation                                                                       
or my reward that is given it is                                                
separate from the gospel that I am                                              
teaching today and you know I think                                             
let's just suppose that I'm Bernie                                              
Sanders and if I were Bernie Sanders I                                          
would take this and I would say you know                                        
look do we need to take care of everyone                                        
just exactly the same it's a human need                                         
everybody has this need and they need to                                        
be given one and to all it should not                                           
matter if this man was not able to work                                         
all day and you know the the government                                         



dole that I see that would be a very                                            
coincidental application but leftist                                            
don't mind twisting scripture they hate                                         
scripture they hate God and I hate Jesus                                        
except when they want to twist and                                              
pervert the message of the Lord or Jesus                                        
and then they'll use it and so that's                                           
the danger of miss applying is you don't                                        
have much ground then to to to fight                                            
against those others who are miss                                               
applying and I think this is one of the                                         
reasons why question we had yesterday                                           
about application I think we should be                                          
very sparse on application and preaching                                        
and careful through all of that okay                                            
let's see let me find it where I left                                           
off here catch up with all of you all                                           
thank you here from Finland on Facebook                                         
we have greetings from Finland greetings                                        
from New Mexico as well in verses first                                         
Corinthians chapter 11 verse 3 the head                                         
of Christ is God and John 20:17 to my                                           
god these verses these are verses that                                          
Muslims and Jehovah's Witnesses are                                             
using to show that Jesus is lower or not                                        
God also many conservative theologians                                          
and commentaries commentators seem to                                           
leave out and ignore in explaining those                                        
verses how do you explain those two                                             
verses where Christ him                                                         
self claims excuse me claims to be lower                                        
than God the Father John chapter 20                                             
verse 17 touch me not for I am not yet                                          
ascended to my father but I go but go to                                        
my brethren and say unto them I ascend                                          
unto my father and your father and to my                                        
god and to your God and then of course                                          
first Corinthians chapter 11 verse 3                                            
which is about the order of society I                                           
would have you know that the head of                                            
every man is Christ and the head of the                                         
woman is man and the head of Christ is                                          
God let's look at a couple of references                                        
that are given right here see if they                                           
relate here I go in to my father for my                                         
father is greater than I you are Christ                                         
and Christ is God's first Corinthians                                           
3:23 for he has put all things under his                                        
feet but when he said all things it is                                          
manifest excepted which did put all                                             
things under him and verse 28 and when                                          
he shall subdue when he shall be subdued                                        
unto him then shall the son also be                                             
subject unto him that put all things                                            
under him that God may be all and in all                                        
Philippians 2 he made himself of no                                             
reputation now all of that together I                                           
think that's enough right there to say                                          
there certainly is some kind of a                                               
hierarchy I think the question then                                             
becomes does this mean that Jesus is                                            
somehow not as much God as God the                                              



Father or in the same the Holy Spirit                                           
lifts up Jesus the Holy Spirit is the                                           
one who points to Jesus and honors Jesus                                        
does that mean the Holy Spirit is you                                           
know just a small percentage of God and                                         
Jesus is a little more percentage God                                           
God the Father he's the only one that's                                         
hundred percent God I think that that                                           
that that understanding order in the                                            
Godhead is one thing equating order in                                          
the Godhead with lack of God Ness if you                                        
will which is what the Jehovah's                                                
Witnesses do and of course what the                                             
Muslims do and many others who are not                                          
Trinitarians what they do is they they                                          
take away from the God nest of Jesus I                                          
might add since this is Christmas season                                        
remember Saint Nicholas of Myra st.                                             
Nicholas think Nicholas has seen that                                           
Nicholas seen that Klaus Santa Claus                                            
just a little history lesson there                                              
remember saying Nicholas had this debate                                        
at the Council of Nicaea on whether                                             
Jesus was of the same substance as God                                          
and a Phinehas was the one who really                                           
took this Muslim Jehovah's Witness view                                         
said no he's less than God he's lower                                           
than God and Santa Claus got up Saint                                           
Nicholas got up walked across the room                                          
legend says at least anyway and punched                                         
his lights out boom right there in the                                          
middle of the church service or the                                             
council anyway now that's my kind of                                            
preacher that and he gives gifts to                                             
children look at my history of Santa                                            
Claus sometimes of view what I want to                                          
see more about that how do you explain                                          
these two verses where Christ himself                                           
claims to be lower than God the Father I                                        
don't know that I I think I'd question                                          
the Assumption does he claim to be lower                                        
than God the Father I might choose a                                            
different word they're not exactly sure                                         
what word I would use but I think he                                            
claims that there is an order within the                                        
Godhead and I would say God is not the                                          
author of confusion and the Godhead is                                          
clearly a three because there is a                                              
different order there is a different                                            
role that God is not the                                                        
God the Father is not the son and the                                           
son is not the father and the father is                                         
not the spirit and the Spirit is not the                                        
Son                                                                             
they really are three they really are                                           
one you do not have God without Father                                          
Son and spirit all three are required                                           
but within the within that circle of                                            
three if you will there is an order a                                           
divine order that how did that come                                             
about I don't know I suppose God has                                            
been God from eternity and you know the                                         



Calvinists want to say well God had a                                           
counsel with himself and he determined                                          
you know this and that and and those                                            
decrees and covenants that supposedly                                           
God makes I really kind of reject that                                          
view I think this is this is this is the                                        
nature of God so is there a problem with                                        
there is God that is reigning on earth                                          
or visible at times on earth being Jesus                                        
when God the Father is thene of no man I                                        
don't think that's the problem that one                                         
you can't see and live and one you can                                          
see and live and so I think it's this                                           
matter of order as a matter of fact in                                          
first Corinthians chapter 11 verse 3 the                                        
issue there is order the issue is we've                                         
got to have some orders from structure                                          
in society society is supposed to be a                                          
reflection of God and the Godhead has                                           
order within it and it's the whole thing                                        
let's let's suppose that someone says                                           
that because the man is head of the                                             
woman that the woman therefore is not                                           
part of the family it's illogical of                                            
course the woman is part of the family                                          
you can't have family without having the                                        
woman and so you've got to have the man                                         
and the woman and in order to make                                              
family or marriage and just because man                                         
happens to be the head of the woman does                                        
not mean the woman is not part of the                                           
marriage so what                                                                
witnesses Mormons and others are Muslims                                        
and others excuse me are doing is they                                          
are saying that look if Jesus has some                                          
sort of authority then Jesus is not part                                        
of the marriage he's out of it no and                                           
the logic just doesn't carry through so                                         
I think I would claim hey having an                                             
authority structure is different than                                           
saying he's not part of it just like in                                         
the marriage you have an authority                                              
structure and you don't have a marriage                                         
unless you have a man and a woman you                                           
don't have God unless you've got father                                         
son and spirit that is the definition of                                        
God just like a man and a woman together                                        
in one flesh                                                                    
are the definition of the marriage                                              
there's order in the marriage there's                                           
order in the Godhead and that order is                                          
required thank you from Finland we                                              
appreciate that good afternoon good                                             
evening you know whatever it may be in                                          
Finland right now young Christian back                                          
with us here again I am currently in a                                          
local community college as a liberal                                            
arts major there's no theology major                                            
here it's my heart to preach the word                                           
rightly divided and to teach the Bible                                          
can I stop right there he goes on but                                           
let me say Amen god bless you                                                   



keep at it don't give up don't get                                              
discouraged put one foot and step in                                            
front of the other and let me again                                             
before we before I finish your your                                             
question here let me keep talking here                                          
about what you're doing local community                                         
college liberal arts major you want to                                          
preach honestly I think that's a good                                           
path to go I'm almost I have a couple                                           
other options that might be better but                                          
I'm almost largely maybe I should say                                           
that almost I am largely encouraged that                                        
you know some Baylor University or                                              
something like that where you're getting                                        
a Bible degree a religion degree or just                                        
something there I think you're better                                           
off at the local community college now                                          
the liberal arts major let's talk about                                         
that for just a moment liberal arts is                                          
understanding the liberal arts                                                  
it's a broad-based education in the                                             
concept of it that's the kind of                                                
education of pastor needs is a liberal                                          
arts education and unfortunately all                                            
education today but let's just say                                              
liberal arts has left the classic idea                                          
of liberal that is used in that title to                                        
the modern idea of liberal liberal arts                                         
were called liberal because they were                                           
liberating a man was set free from the                                          
tyranny of lies and fallacies when he                                           
learned math and science and art and                                            
history and culture and geometry and all                                        
those kind of things that freedom an to                                         
go excuse me to go and and and carry out                                        
the depth of life so I granted that your                                        
liberal or liberal arts may be taught by                                        
a progressive professor who's going to                                          
twist and taint and turn the the and                                            
thus remove the liberating aspect of the                                        
liberal arts                                                                    
but best you can if you will learn the                                          
English language if you will learn the                                          
principles of a scientific world if you                                         
will learn history and Western                                                  
civilization if you will learn                                                  
literature poetry if you will learn a                                           
little bit of philosophy that what a                                            
what an excellent foundation for                                                
preaching the word rightly divided and                                          
I'd rather you know you knew lots of                                            
history                                                                         
grammar and civilization than to then                                           
then you know to come and be kind of how                                        
do I say this be dumb good good for you                                         
that's it's a great way to go now I'm                                           
gonna read on and see what you said as                                          
someone who has a doctor in this field                                          
that is theology could you talk me                                              
through some steps tips and a good plan                                         
for the future I'm worried about coming                                         
up with finances and supporting myself                                          



as a minister plus debt don't do it                                             
don't go get the degrees that I got you                                         
will pay I think the average now for a                                          
seminary education is $40,000 a year                                            
that's even at places like Southern                                             
Baptist Seminary where it's largely                                             
subsidized by the cooperative program so                                        
it's it's on the cheaper end but way too                                        
expensive and way too worthless I get                                           
get those basic courses in liberal arts                                         
that you can on the cheapest level you                                          
can and then I think you're you've got                                          
two or three good options then there are                                        
a few very small seminaries that are                                            
going to enable you to rightly divide                                           
the word of truth and they are going to                                         
be almost free in terms of of especially                                        
in terms of comparative terms of                                                
Education today and so let me tell you                                          
don't build a Southern Seminary                                                 
southeastern seminary Southwestern                                              
Baptist Theological Seminary Westminster                                        
seminary fuller seminary or I'll even                                           
get myself in a little bit of trouble                                           
but Maranatha seminary or Faith Baptist                                         
Bible College and Seminary Baptist Bible                                        
College and Seminary and it                                                     
in Pennsylvania New York area don't go                                          
to them because they're there they're                                           
charging you too much for stuff you                                             
don't need they're not going to teach                                           
you very well so there are two or three                                         
little colleges that are going to teach                                         
you some good Greek and they're gonna                                           
hopefully teach you even some good                                              
theology some of these most of these                                            
honestly they're gonna have twenty                                              
thirty forty students in them maybe not                                         
even that many and I would say you know                                         
those are the ones you need to go to if                                         
you even go to that kind of formal                                              
education now a second thing to do is                                           
come do what Corey is doing and sit                                             
under the tutelage of Randy white and                                           
live here in Taos New Mexico and we                                             
won't charge you a thing and we'll put                                          
you to work every day of the week and                                           
you can learn and whether it's Randy                                            
white or it's some kind of apprentice of                                        
someone you know that you respect their                                         
teaching learn from them you really are                                         
going to come out with more knowledge                                           
than three years of a master's education                                        
that's certified and gives you a bunch                                          
of gobbledygook like spiritual                                                  
formations and all that kind of stuff                                           
that you just wasted a whole bunch of                                           
money on and it's not gonna help you if                                         
you want to go into a denominational                                            
Church and have a denominational                                                
pastoral career go that route I just                                            
don't know why anyone would want to do                                          



that I can't think of a single                                                  
denomination I'd want to be in and I                                            
think that honestly your career future I                                        
know you got to realize you you know                                            
you're gonna fall in love get married                                           
have kids have bills to pay all that                                            
kind of stuff you need a you need a                                             
paying job a ministers laborer is worthy                                        
of his hire you can get that without                                            
going that traditional route so stay out                                        
of debt stay out of the the trouble                                             
the theological trouble that so much of                                         
that other stuff is going to bring you                                          
basically what I'm saying is find                                               
apprenticeship and I'll offer it or                                             
someone else will offer it but find a                                           
princess ship and do it that way                                                
and let that apprenticeship be                                                  
supplemented then by courses in Greek                                           
and courses in Hebrew and some of the                                           
things that you may need a little more                                          
of a professional kind of education for                                         
it can all be supplemented and                                                  
furthermore this is just on the                                                 
education as a whole have any of you                                            
heard of YouTube do you know that                                               
because of places like YouTube today you                                        
Cannell there's there's nothing that is                                         
off-limits to learn you know you want to                                        
learn nuclear physics you can learn it                                          
you don't have to go to MIT anymore I                                           
mean these these the social the the                                             
Internet has has changed all of that and                                        
you I'm convinced you can teach yourself                                        
anything because the world that we live                                         
in today Brian thank you for let's see                                          
oops I almost passed up a question here                                         
Pastor Rick is the pre-tribulation                                              
rapture doctrine one which you would                                            
divide over a hill on which you die like                                        
salvation by faith would you fellowship                                         
or minister with a different position                                           
let me say yes and no I would I would                                           
fellowship with someone who did not hold                                        
the pre-trib doctrine that is I'd go                                            
have a hamburger with them and                                                  
especially if they paid for the                                                 
hamburger and didn't mind the extra 30                                          
cents for the green chili I'm willing to                                        
compromise on that yeah we can have we                                          
can have lunch together I would let                                             
someone be part of my church sit there                                          
every Sunday who didn't hold to the                                             
pre-trib rapture I I would work very                                            
hard to convince them excuse me and it                                          
would be my desire to convince them of                                          
that I wouldn't let him teach Bible                                             
study in my church or teach a                                                   
Sunday School class or you know fill in                                         
while I was gone and preaching so in                                            
protecting the teaching of the church                                           
they would have to be a preacher of                                             



rapture to fellowship with them as a                                            
believer they would just have to know                                           
that I'm gonna speak up about it and if                                         
they are okay                                                                   
me constantly questioning the                                                   
assumptions and giving them a hard time                                         
and telling them how wrong they are                                             
and hopefully convincing them through                                           
the pages of Scripture I wouldn't have a                                        
problem with that and so that is to say                                         
yeah because I didn't use to be pre-trib                                        
I used to be post-trib or historical                                            
premillennialists as it's often falsely                                         
called and I am grateful that there were                                        
some men who really kind of led me led                                          
me there one of those men would make                                            
surprise to some of you I don't know his                                        
name is dr. Morris Chapman Morris                                               
Chapman at one time was the president of                                        
the Southern Baptist Convention he was                                          
the president of the executive committee                                        
of the Southern Baptist Convention back                                         
when days when Southern Baptists are                                            
different than they are today I remember                                        
I had dr. Chapman out preaching for me                                          
and he and I had corresponded quite a                                           
bit and he served as a pastor in New                                            
Mexico at one time before going to First                                        
Baptist Church Wichita Falls Texas and                                          
then on two of his Southern Baptists                                            
denominational work and he and I hold                                           
the same politics and we hold the same                                          
basic dispensational doctrine though I                                          
would go a little farther in right                                              
dividing than he would but nonetheless I                                        
remember we were I'd pick him up at the                                         
airport we were traveling in a car I                                            
think it was I'd had him several other                                          
times and he began to talk to me he                                             
begins say you know I didn't use to hold                                        
the pre-trib rapture and it was when I                                          
when I recognized that that God just                                            
began to really open up the scriptures                                          
for me because then it began to make                                            
sense and as he's talking I'm thinking                                          
well I don't hold the pre-trib rapture                                          
because I was still a post-trib                                                 
historical premillennialists at that                                            
time because I went to a Southern                                               
Baptist Seminary                                                                
and so men like that by fellowshipping                                          
they kind of they brought me along and I                                        
think there's some value to that now I                                          
wouldn't I wouldn't have had that person                                        
on a church staff I don't have a church                                         
staff anyway but if I did have a church                                         
staff I wouldn't have that person on the                                        
church staff I wouldn't have them                                               
teaching I wouldn't most likely wouldn't                                        
have them presenting anything in my                                             
church unless they were just such an                                            
expert on something that I was able to                                          



say this person is an expert on flood                                           
flood geography and we're talking about                                         
Noah's Ark and I want them to come and                                          
speak on just that and I probably would                                         
even say and please don't mention                                               
anything else because I disagree with                                           
you on that stuff but tell us about                                             
flood geography and I mean I'd be                                               
welcome there                                                                   
hope that helps with that question Brian                                        
corrects me here and I appreciate that                                          
dr. Michael Brown is the Messianic Jew                                          
who is charismatic you're exactly right                                         
it is the Bible answer man ain't Cantor                                         
gratis he's the one that become one of                                          
those became Greek Orthodox but you're                                          
right dr. Michael Brown is a Messianic                                          
Jew who's charismatic which by the way                                          
might I add that's why he holds to this                                         
the salvation that does not lead to                                             
service is no salvation at all because                                          
charismatic faith mix there's a lot of                                          
things it has to have Kingdom you cannot                                        
have charismatic theology without having                                        
Kingdom now theology and you cannot have                                        
Kingdom now theology without work                                               
bringing some works and so all of that                                          
goes together I appreciate that and so                                          
there's all the Corrections there is so                                         
Michael Brown the Messianic Jew who's                                           
charismatic and confused and Hank Hannah                                        
Graf who went to the Orthodox Church                                            
Thank You Fred                                                                  
excuse me Fred and Tulsa please give me                                         
the sermons you have that discussed                                             
born-again verses salvation saved                                               
confused again                                                                  
a good Baptist I thought I was born                                             
again I tell you what Fred I am going to                                        
have to I actually don't know if I have                                         
got a sermon on that particular title I                                         
think we have only discussed it on ask                                          
the theologian let's check here here's                                          
our website if you go to any of the ask                                         
the theologian broadcast and click on it                                        
and we go down right to the previously                                          
asked questions click that little                                               
magnifying glass right there and let's                                          
type born again we've got 12 times it                                           
comes up that does not mean that's all                                          
12 of those are valid but well here's                                           
today we are so up-to-date on the ball                                          
there's your question right there just                                          
tell me again a born-again Gentile that                                         
I'm not a joint heir here you can click                                         
on that link it'll take you exactly to                                          
that question is born again terminology                                         
for Jews only there's the the question                                          
can you help with the word of faith                                             
heresy about Jesus being born again that                                        
one's probably going to be a little bit                                         
different topic there if born again is                                          



Jewish thought what about the work of                                           
regeneration by the Holy Spirit isn't                                           
this isn't the believer born again now I                                        
would encourage that one because that                                           
gets into this concept of regeneration                                          
which makes makes born again close to so                                        
here's what I'd say on that Fred I think                                        
in its most technical sense born again                                          
is a Jewish term but you as a Baptist                                           
and I as a Baptist and as Gentiles for                                          
us to talk about being born again I                                             
don't think we're doing just utter                                              
violation to the scriptures or to the                                           
text I think that we are we know exactly                                        
what we mean and we are saying that I am                                        
a new creature in Christ and I was an                                           
old creature and now I'm an                                                     
Kreacher I've been regenerated as a new                                         
creature so using us using it that way                                          
is not not detrimental to theology                                              
the times it is used in the Bible does                                          
not really use it that way so if we want                                        
to be most if we want our language to                                           
most strictly align with the way it's                                           
used in the Bible then I probably would                                         
say saved or some other you know give a                                         
new life or in the body of Christ some                                          
again that you're gonna do fundamental                                          
harm to that I think I use this                                                 
illustration the other day I don't use                                          
the term atonement when I referred to                                           
Christ and the work of Christ I don't I                                         
understand what everyone means when they                                        
use it whether it's you know Bullinger                                          
or some other great dispensational                                              
teacher they don't quite divide that out                                        
like I do I think the text divides it                                           
out and so I do but not at all a hill on                                        
which today okay let's see young                                                
question young Christian once again                                             
secondly what issues have you faced is                                          
it difficult to start your own church                                           
many won't accept this doctrine and                                             
let's just say you teach the word                                               
rightly divided without making a clear                                          
stand it would seem you would be pushed                                         
out by the church administration                                                
especially when questioned about being                                          
born again yeah if you go into a                                                
congregation to be the pastor and it is                                         
a church that does not rightly divide                                           
the word of truth you really are going                                          
to have to start out very slowly and                                            
very carefully but might I say the Taos                                         
First Baptist is not one that has a                                             
history of right dividing the about six                                         
I don't know six seven years ago now                                            
this church was really really struggling                                        
about to close its doors and our church                                         
at First Baptist Church in Katy Texas                                           
said don't do it let us help you                                                
we sent up here a young man to be a                                             



pastor his name was Nathan Britton he's                                         
now a pastor at Faith Baptist Church and                                        
Gallipolis Ohio he came and served here                                         
for three years he was a                                                        
dispensationalist probably the ax2                                              
variety he was a dispensationalist young                                        
man and he laid some very strong                                                
foundation for dispensational theology I                                        
came in then and of course you know I                                           
but by the time I got here I pretty much                                        
understood where I was on when the age                                          
of the church was started and I just                                            
began teaching that but even near you                                           
know I began to teach carefully and to                                          
try to take a person where they are and                                         
to take a congregation where it is and                                          
so I think it would be the wrong thing                                          
to come in and immediately start talking                                        
about you know born again not born again                                        
even in our advanced congregation right                                         
here that we have online this morning                                           
that's that's a challenging place to                                            
begin it's a very technical place to                                            
begin it's almost a footnote of where to                                        
begin so I wouldn't begin there and and                                         
you know probably honestly the only time                                        
I go there is when somebody brings it up                                        
but so I think that you have to try to                                          
outline what are the fundamental                                                
building blocks that I am going to need                                         
in order to then make some application                                          
and to be careful about that I think you                                        
can do that without being dishonest I                                           
think you say you know look I my my                                             
desire is to help you all right li                                              
divide the word of truth let me tell you                                        
what rightly dividing leaves I think if                                         
you go back to the early sermons here in                                        
Taos I talked about them about ortho to                                         
Mayo and right division and and just                                            
basically what the concept means without                                        
bringing in all the things I taught a                                           
series very early or not called                                                 
understanding dispensations I think it's                                        
in our start here tab on our website if                                         
you go to Randy white ministries o RG                                           
and                                                                             
start here there Oh see after the                                               
essential gospel and the Bible in one                                           
sermon then I the third thing I                                                 
encourage is understanding dispensations                                        
and then followed by 30 things you need                                         
to know about the Bible that's basically                                        
the approach that I took here and I'm                                           
still here and I would say there's a 95%                                        
chance that you go into a small church                                          
and become their pastor that's you're                                           
gonna have to start with those very                                             
basic kind of building blocks to it                                             
otherwise you're right you'll be pushed                                         
out and as a young man there's greater                                          
possibility of you being pushed out                                             



anyway because how do I put this in a                                           
way that does not despise the young nor                                         
the old but let's just say it's an                                              
inherent characteristic of being a young                                        
pastor that you're more likely to be                                            
pushed out than if you were an old                                              
pastor there are some benefits to                                               
getting old you are not good-looking                                            
anymore you're not able to run as fast                                          
anymore but you understand how to deal                                          
with people a little more you understand                                        
how to go with the flow a little more                                           
you understand you know when when you                                           
draw the line in the sand and when you                                          
say we'll leave that for another day and                                        
some of that wisdom of the years only                                           
comes with years so as a young pastor                                           
you got some rough and difficult waters                                         
anyway even all things being being well                                         
and good and so you had to go about it                                          
carefully and strategically through all                                         
of that and pastor drew by the way                                              
pastor drew I don't know if you'd know                                          
it but we were bragging all over your                                           
last Sunday's sermon on our Randy white                                         
ministries discussion group thank you                                           
for that but you're exactly right the                                           
pre-trib rapture impacts all other areas                                        
of theology is certainly not a minor                                            
issue and I would totally agree with you                                        
and                                                                             
- we're about to add a route of time but                                        
if I'm about done here so thank you for                                         
those of you who are sticking around                                            
Young Christian again I thought it would                                        
be worthwhile to add that I understand                                          
the liberal agenda among college                                                
professors and I've even run into                                               
theological pastors who deny things like                                        
the second coming of our Lord and you                                           
are                                                                             
I'm glad you recognized that some don't                                         
recognize it if you recognize it you can                                        
deal with it if you go to mainstream or                                         
evangelical seminaries this is not true                                         
in independent Bible colleges for the                                           
most part but if you go to mainstream                                           
denominational seminaries even there you                                        
will find theological pastors who deny                                          
things like the second coming terrible                                          
state of affairs that is there Anthony                                          
on YouTube excuse me why do you think                                           
what do you think about kingdom                                                 
exclusion that is Christians can lose                                           
entrance into the thousand years                                                
thoughts on a partial track rapture as                                          
well now kingdom exclusion is a term may                                        
be several terms that can be used for it                                        
and if we go for example into first                                             
Corinthians chapter 6 we find verses                                            
like no you not that the unrighteous                                            
shall not inherit the kingdom of God it                                         



begins to give a list of bad things and                                         
it says they shall not of these shall                                           
inherit the kingdom of God now the idea                                         
then that grows from that is the idea                                           
that well you can't lose your salvation                                         
so you must be therefore excluded from                                          
the kingdom here's here's my fundamental                                        
with it and I would want to nail down                                           
this issue first and let me just say up                                         
front I haven't totally nailed it down                                          
look this is what I would want to deal                                          
with I would want to say is what role or                                        
what participation in the kingdom does                                          
the Christian have to begin with what is                                        
his his his participation in the kingdom                                        
even know what this shock you too much                                          
is the Christian in the kingdom that is                                         
does he have entrance with a thousand or                                        
is he up in heaven or is it just in the                                         
throne room of the kingdom what is it I                                         
think that's that that's an area at                                             
least for me which requires some extra                                          
study I think that I know the standard                                          
answer is why yes we come we inherit the                                        
kingdom we're in the kingdom we're                                              
living out you know I'm mayor of                                                
Cincinnati and during the kingdom years                                         
and all that kind of stuff I know that's                                        
the common theological thought and                                              
that's what all the commentaries are                                            
going to say to you and that's what all                                         
the preachers are going to say to you                                           
I'm just not sure it's true so when you                                         
come to kingdom exclusion that gives the                                        
assumption that the kingdoms have                                               
entrance in the thousand year period                                            
maybe the kingdom is not even for the                                           
body of Christ maybe in some way we are                                         
don't misunderstand me we are Christ                                            
during this because we are his body and                                         
so that we're the shadow we're the                                              
reflection of Christ and the kingdom is                                         
not ours at all where are we physically                                         
and our resurrected body there in the                                           
kingdom I don't totally know so I think                                         
I would lint leaned towards saying you                                          
can't have kingdom exclusion if you're                                          
already excluded that kingdom is about                                          
Israel anyway and the nations that have                                         
not been in the body of Christ that                                             
Kingdom is not about the church at all                                          
granted I want to say that that requires                                        
a little more biblical proof than I can                                         
give you today and that there is the                                            
there is the possibility that that can't                                        
be totally substantiated but that's what                                        
I think about kingdom exclusion is I                                            
think we're already excluded and as we                                          
said at the beginning of the program                                            
then the Corinthians happened to be                                             
Jewish believers and so the kingdom was                                         
relevant and was being offered to them                                          



and to their nation as well now this                                            
this ties in then with this idea of the                                         
partial rapture and the partial rapture                                         
is the idea that only the really true                                           
believers are going to be raptured out                                          
the rest of you scoundrel are just going                                        
to have to stay here and learn your                                             
lesson I think that misunderstands what                                         
it is to be in the body of Christ and                                           
what the purpose of the rapture is                                              
anyway is the purpose of the rapture a                                          
reward for those who have fully been                                            
sold out to Jesus no that's not what the                                        
rapture is the rapture is the way of                                            
concluding this dispensation and                                                
therefore it can't be partial this                                              
dispensation has to be concluded in its                                         
totality and therein lies the problem                                           
with the partial rapture and Bob thank                                          
you for your your your term there as                                            
opposed to what I needed                                                        
Bob our pastor up in Massachusetts you                                          
can use the term technically speaking                                           
and so technically speaking we're not                                           
born again practically speaking I'm good                                        
with it                                                                         
we have a new life and we rejoice in it                                         
and if you'd like to see how these                                              
comments go back a long long way you can                                        
get the book ancient dispensational                                             
truths refuting the myth that                                                   
dispensationalism is wrong by James T                                           
Morris                                                                          
it is our midweek special you can use                                           
the coupon code Wednesday to save 40%                                           
off this 1499 book                                                              
and it would make a great gift for your                                         
pastor here Christmastime it'd make a                                           
great stocking stuffer for your                                                 
three-year-old grandson whatever it is                                          
it would be perfect and wonderful                                               
I think the coupon codes probably up by                                         
now but if it's not it soon will be for                                         
coupon code Wednesday and I look forward                                        
to seeing you on Wednesday this is                                              
Tuesday I'll see you tomorrow ask the                                           
theologian 10:00 a.m. we stuck around a                                         
little extra time but we're not charging                                        
you any extra god bless you each of you                                         
question those assumptions what's the                                           
ESM                                                                             
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


